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Another 56 story. Hopefully getting more updates than my other stories.

Enjoy.

Real description ish in Chaptah uno.
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1 - Preview-y-Description.

While climbing 'The Difficult Tree', 5 Grade sixes switch places with the 5 famous ninjas, 56. For 4
weeks, 2 days, 1 hour, and 53 seconds, they are stuck in a strange and new world, not knowing how to
get back.

What will happen once time runs out?
Will they find out how to get back?
Will they get back at all?



2 - Not rly a chaptah

Okay, since I haven't finished jotting down random ideas to make up the 1st chapter, I'm gonna
randomly explain who the heck 56 is to all yuu ppl.
So...uhm...
IN 56 THERE ARE 5 PPL.
Cat(male), Doom(female), Luster(male), Spoon(female), an Ruler(male).
TEH 5 GRADE 6S ARE
Brad, Marcy, Shea, Megan, and Kevin.

So, uh. 56 is a group of famous ninjas...in...sorta kinda the Naruto World.
5 grade 6s are just 5 of your average school kids.

In this story, the ninjas of 56 are 5 of Marcy's characters that she 'Made up', to resemble her and her
friends.
There is a tree in both worlds, called 'The Difficult Tree'. Megan named it, after she and one of her
friends, Katy, found it togther. In 56's stories, all 5 of them found it together. Since it's a special part of
the friendship between the 5 of them, Marcy made it part of her stories about 56.

Uhm...to find out a bit more about 56, read 'A Tale of 5 Ninjas'.('Chemicals, chemicals' also has some
info, but it sort of takes place before 56 was an official ninja group, and it has some other characters in
it.)

To find out A TIIINY bit more about them 5 grade 6's (3 of them at least), read 'Homework Club'.

GAH AHM OUTTA TIEM.

Uhhmm...chapter 1 should be up...next month maybe? :DDD bear with me, ppl. I got lotsa stuff to do.
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